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Introduction 

I’ve discovered that literary critics are very, very suspicious 

of people who change genres. They think there is some-

thing suspect about it. Otherwise you are a Jack-of-all-traces 

or a Jill-of-all-trades and master or mistress of nothing. 

Whereas I’ve never found any diffi culty in this really. It just 

seems natural to me. It’s all writing, you know.1

In this, one of her last interviews, Dorothy Hewett returned to one 
of the central facts of her writing life – the prolifi c diversity of her 
work over many decades. There is little question that Hewett was 
a writer of great facility, a ‘natural’ who wrote easily and freely. 
What is more intriguing is her fearless movement within and 
between genres and modes throughout her career. The associated 
critical suspicion to which she refers is related to the impropriety of 
such mobility from the improperly public, improperly political and 
improperly productive woman. Lack of mastery is a corollary of 
such wide-ranging productivity, as are suspicions about authority 
and authenticity that must follow from such ‘amateur’ shiftiness. It 
is just this problem with categorisation (‘it’s all just writing’) that 
makes Hewett such a wonderfully unsettling fi gure in Australian 
literature. 

Dorothy Hewett is known predominantly as an Australian 
poet and a dramatist. Her work in both forms is characterised 
by the importance of the mythical and the iconoclastic as well 
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as a theatrical expressiveness and a powerful idiosyncratic voice. 
Hewett has also left an impressive archive of non-fi ction prose that 
spans fi fty years, including literary and political essays and reviews, 
autobiographical meditations and early left-wing journalism. 
Much of this prose exhibits the kind of facility and energy evident 
in Wild Card (1991), her most popular work of nonfi ction. Yet 
Hewett’s non-fi ction prose is far from ‘wild’; rather it demonstrates 
a collected rhetorical understanding of the specifi cs of genre and 
audience. Her non-fi ction work challenges certain long-established 
views of her writing, and raises new kinds of questions about the 
way in which her work is habitually regarded. 

The idea of representing the full reach of Dorothy Hewett’s 
non-fi ction prose has driven the selection and combination of texts 
in this volume. It has also been important to include certain texts 
that have been ignored or marginalised for various reasons over the 
last forty years. Hewett’s position as an Australian woman writer 
whose career unfolded after World War II means that she is part 
of a generation of women working before second wave feminism 
and in the context of mid-century political modernity, which has 
been, until quite recently, a kind of ‘blind spot’ in the rear-vision 
mirror of Australian letters. The unfolding failure of the organised 
Left in the twentieth century has also meant that much of her post-
communist, post-’68 writing has been strongly privileged, with an 
especial focus on poetry and plays. The emergence of postcolonial 
criticism, and a wider sense of the Australian literary canon as able 
to include the non-fi ction writing of a left-wing woman, offers 
rich seams of inquiry into Hewett’s prose, and it is in this context 
that this volume is offered. 

In fact, Hewett’s nonfi ction contradicts the post-’68 posi-
tioning of Hewett as either an excessive and boundary-less creative 
force associated with femininity, body and land, or a proselytising 
leftie ‘ratbag’.2 In a range of venues and deploying a range of modes, 
Hewett authoritatively addresses and assesses a huge range of issues: 
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political matters, writing, theatre, the arts in Australia, the position 
of the Western Australian writer, the role of place and landscape, 
her own life and creativity. Her prose bears witness to some of 
the fundamental transitions in Australian culture, politics and 
writing in the postwar period. And while her non-fi ction range is 
impressive, there are persistent and steady threads of purpose and 
interest to be found. The topos of generativity in Hewett’s work; 
the central primacy of the ‘natural’, the ‘felt’ and the centrality 
of an organic sense of place, these are consistently elaborated and 
re-elaborated. The vocation of writer, understood as the calling 
to be a writer and one’s talent or capacity to do so, is also the-
matically signifi cant. Hewett’s notion of vocation is Romantic: the 
call to imagination and writing begins at a very young age and 
emerges from an intense relationship with landscape and isola-
tion. Combined with a facility for writing, a captive audience of 
parents and sibling, and the unconstrained imagination that often 
characterises the autodidact and the distance learner, Hewett’s start 
in writing was marked by a tremendous physical and imaginative 
freedom conducive to the Romantic view. In ‘The Garden and the 
City’, Hewett wrote about Western Australia (never very far from 
her mind) in the following way: 

A physical space of distances and mirages that slide away from 

the eyes and the pen, refusing to be pinned down, but always 

exercising this curious ungraspable fascination…I think there 

are at least two ways to confront such a place…to make 

articulate the inarticulate by a deliberately understated, sparse 

style wrested out of silence, like Peter Cowan, or to write 

oneself larger than life, gothic and romantic, across the empty 

page, a quality shared by Randolph Stow and myself.3

Hewett’s characteristic prose voice, which really emerges in 
the early 1960s, is absolutely derived from this romantic sense of 
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vocation and place, whatever the disillusionments of modernity 
and the disruptions and contradictions of socialism and modernism. 
There is a sense of the ‘larger than life’ in the resonance of Hewett’s 
voice, but the slightly false opposition to Cowan here downplays 
the thoughtfulness of much of her writing. 

There is a minor tradition in the twentieth century of collecting 
the essays of poets. This is striking, because prose is nominally 
defi ned against verse with the connotation of the straightforward 
and direct; prose excludes the poetic in favour of the matter of 
fact and commonplace. In fact, there is a long association between 
non-metrical writing and storytelling, which is often identifi ed 
with qualities of the folkloric, the fi rst-person, the immediate and 
descriptive. In colloquial usage, ‘prosy’ denotes someone who con-
verses familiarly, chats, gossips, talks or lectures. Hewett’s critical 
voice is often quite ‘speakerly’, and it is interesting to note that 
much of her literary critical work after 1982 had its origins as a 
paper or engagement in symposia. 

Hewett’s voice or ‘ethos’ is indeed the most signifi cant aspect 
of her rhetorical orientation: a powerful sense of unique self (‘larger 
than life’) is conveyed in her use of ‘I’, and it is personal experience 
that most often forms the locus of judgement. The confi dence and 
power of this ethos develops until the mid 1990s, where a new 
resonance is found through (and after) the publication of Wild Card, 
a volume towards which much of her work had been heading since 
the late 1960s. Although the register of epic mythmaking and the 
experimental avant-garde familiar from poems and plays is usually 
absent in her prose, an idiosyncratic lyricism does permeate her 
non-fi ction writing, as well as characteristically powerful syntactic 
tides and rhythms. Hewett was not at all invested in artifi cial codes 
of decorum or rules of argumentation; she wrote as she felt, and 
she felt that writing (a kind of being) was about life. It is clear, 
therefore, that Hewett’s nonfi ction exists in a constructive and 
instructive spectrum with her fi ctional work – a critical part of 
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the general category of writing to which she alludes in the 1998 
interview quoted above. 

Critical approaches to Dorothy Hewett’s work have been 
characterised by the attempt to fi nd one rubric through which to 
sort it out – all of it. This is quite an ambition. One promising ana-
lytic category has always been that of the ‘revolutionary Romantic’. 
Upon reading her early writing, and her early journalism, we 
might easily identify her as an obvious Romantic because of the 
signifi cance of imagination, feeling, landscape, sublimity, child-
hood, the exotic and so on. And you could just as easily fold her 
substantial political engagement and commitment into a category of 
Romantic ‘revolutionary’ with Shelleyan overtones. In interviews 
after 1968, Hewett enthusiastically identifi ed herself as essentially 
a Romantic in various guises (anarchist especially, although she 
did admit to Jennifer Palmer in 1979 that this might confuse and 
alarm actual anarchists), nominating energy, revolutionary fervour, 
imagination, vocational drive, the desire for and interest in life in 
all its texture as characteristic of her true affi liations. It is possible 
that the Hewett range, contradictions, changes of allegiance, about-
turns on symbolism, modernism and expressionism (among other 
things), could theoretically be folded into the term ‘Romantic’. 
And we would obligingly agree with her own authoritative assess-
ment of herself and her work.

There is, however, a niggling and persistent trouble with 
this singular and organising identifi cation of the ‘revolutionary 
Romantic’, which is that at all points in her work, Romanticism, 
however powerful, is always undercut or complicated: Marxist 
social justice, communism, fl agrant theatricality, popular cul-
ture, vaudeville, surrealism, modernism all undercut Hewett’s 
Romanticism. In Hewett’s work it seems that the teeming breadth 
of presence, feeling, life and imagination is always seeking or 
is fi nally met by another kind of ordering force: socialism, the 
theatre world or modernist diction and form. Hewett’s work just 
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can’t be neatened up. Yet, its outsize ‘maverick’ rebelliousness is 
often overplayed, too. Although the archive is not tidy, Hewett’s 
non-fi ction prose shows the steady progression of her views about 
literature, politics and theatre that is not neatly demarcated by the 
1968 line, and which this edition equally steadily traces through its 
selection and combination of texts. 

Since Hewett’s death in 2002 there has been a growing revival 
of interest in her poetry and drama. Starting with her obituaries, 
critical appraisal since 2002 has also sought to assess her anomalous 
position in Australian literary history as a unique combination of 
generation, region, gender, sexuality and politics. This edition of 
Hewett’s non-fi ction prose is certainly part of this revival, and pro-
vides a rich set of texts and resources to fuel ongoing discussions of 
Hewett’s fi ction, poetry and plays as well as Australian nonfi ction 
in general. This selection of Hewett’s non-fi ction prose shines light 
on her life and work, on Australian literary history and intellectual 
life, on Australian politics, on Australian theatre and on Western 
Australia. The span of her work means that it offers an opportunity 
to examine the way in which the coordinates of gender, politics 
and writing have changed as affi liation, commitment, personal 
circumstance and cultural politics have changed. The arrangement 
of the edition in three thematic sections (Literature, Politics and 
Theatre) highlights the chronology and breadth of Hewett’s prose, 
and its concentrations, and it also foregrounds the specifi c sites of 
production and reception in the Australian literary fi eld. 

Literature
With the exception of her activist years in Sydney from 1949 to 
1959, Hewett identifi ed herself as a writer fi rst and foremost and 
it was personal experience (my life, my writing) that provided the 
grounds for many of her literary critical judgements. It was in the 
1960s, after she had written a successful novel and returned to the 
study of literature at university, that her rhetorical orientation was 
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obviously driven by her position as a practitioner–critic. Hewett 
wrote about this period of return in the only published excerpt of 
the second volume of her autobiography, ‘The Empty Room’: 

I had managed to retrieve something from the wreckage of my 

life – salvation by words. They had always been my saviour. 

They would never let me down. So began the long process 

of reinventing myself. Toddy Flood was dead and I was back 

with the girl who had dreamed of being as great a poet as 

Edith Sitwell and as great an actress as Sarah Bernhardt.4

Hewett’s range of literary criticism indicates the range of her 
own work: she read, wrote and reviewed widely. This edition 
includes examples of early literary journalism, reviews for Western 
Australian periodicals in the 1960s, essays and reviews for Western 
Australian, left wing and national papers in the 1970s and 1980s, 
conference papers, symposia and book chapters in the 1980s and 
1990s. Her last review was published in Southerly in 2001, a year 
before she died and almost fi fty-six years after her fi rst literary essay 
was published. As this list suggests, one of the most interesting 
aspects of her literary criticism is her commitment to Western 
Australian periodicals and her assessment of Western Australian 
writers throughout her career. Another feature of this list is that 
her fi rst and last literary essays and reviews were about Australian 
modernists. 

For Hewett, writing was part of nature and part of life – and 
there was tremendous value in the category of ‘life’. ‘Life’ was the 
explicit locus of argument and evaluation for Hewett’s literary 
criticism until the late 1970s, and various versions of the fi gures of 
vitality, energy and life structured her work as she evolved from 
romantic individualist to socialist realist critic and practitioner and 
back again. The topos of ‘life’ puts her in direct genealogical align-
ment with F. R. Leavis’ insistence on literature’s ‘vital capacity for 
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experience, a kind of reverent openness before life’ and the critic’s 
role in foregrounding this capacity.5 In terms of an interest in the 
representation of life as struggle, energy, sexuality, affi rmation, 
creation and embodiment, it is also clear that Hewett’s greatest 
early infl uence is D. H. Lawrence. It is the Lawrentian quality of 
‘life’ – read as the real, the identifi able, the material, the palpable, 
the sensual, related to Australian landscape, sexual energy and the 
masses – that allowed Hewett to negotiate the divergent attractions 
of romanticism and realism in her movement between romantic 
expressive artist and socialist realist critic. 

Dorothy Hewett’s early and mid-career literary criticism 
places her squarely in the category of Romantic expressive critic, 
committed to highly personal, subjective and thoroughly engaged 
reading. At these stages of her career, affective identifi cation was 
Hewett’s greatest desire and pleasure as a reader, and when a writer 
achieved this locus of recognition she gave her greatest praise. 
Feeling was the fi rst step in a process of making a judgement: 
affect led to identifi cation and to sympathetic engagement through 
description. Hewett’s work to 1969, and even later, begs a com-
parison with the early criticism of Raymond Williams. Williams’ 
early career demonstrates a strikingly similar effort to marry a 
Leavisite reading of literature with a committed class politics. The 
strangeness of this left Leavisism (Leavisite readings generally 
repressed politics altogether) offers an interesting comparison to 
the combination in Hewett’s work that made it so particular – the 
strain of organicist romanticism that co-existed with a sustained 
and committed Marxism.

In the 1980s and 1990s, her interest in and appreciation of 
Australian modernism tempers her early Romanticism. This later 
notion of the alienated Australian romantic artist reaching for 
modernist diction to express their estrangement in an inhospitable 
world was a view produced in the heated debates about literature 
and freedom in the 1960s, and the emergence and continuity 
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of her work on Australian romantics is strikingly clear in this 
volume. Nonetheless, the topos of life is never entirely submerged 
by theorisations of alienation and division, and vitality makes a 
strong return to Hewett’s critical vocabulary in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s. 

Hewett’s early writing for The Black Swan presents a nucleus 
of ideas and judgements that consistently preoccupied her. The 
Black Swan was the magazine of the Guild of Undergraduates of 
the University of Western Australia, and Hewett was involved 
with its production in 1945–46. Her essays on Edith Sitwell and 
Katharine Susannah Prichard are particularly notable. The very 
choice of these two writers so early on demonstrates her com-
peting interests in romantic individualism and modernism on the 
one hand and socialist realism on the other. In ‘The Work of 
Edith Sitwell’ in 1945, Hewett positions Sitwell as an enfant terrible 
whose work displays preoccupations with childhood experience 
and landscapes, the modern and experimental, the intuitive and 
non-realistic, gothic settings and fairytale characters. Her account 
of Sitwell introduces the tremendous importance of poetry as such 
and also the terms ‘human experience’ and ‘feeling’: ‘It is largely 
this sensual vocabulary and the singing quality of her rhythm 
that strikes to the roots of human experience, and makes much 
of her otherwise obscure poetry understandable in the realm of 
human feeling’ (Hewett, ‘Sitwell’). Long quotations from both 
text and author are a trademark of Hewett’s descriptive literary 
criticism, and the Sitwell piece is an inaugural example. Hewett’s 
Sitwell essay marks the origin of a number of elements that came 
to the fore again in Hewett’s work after she left the Australian 
Communist Party in 1968: the fi gures of the enfant terrible and 
the daringly theatrical and experimental woman, the lost idyllic 
garden of childhood and the interest in sensuousness of sound and 
image. The interest in modernism evident in this essay disappeared 
completely under the infl uence of socialist realism, and later in the 
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1940s she produced obediently negative accounts of the bourgeois 
individualism and stylistic degeneracy of Ern Malley and Patrick 
White, both of whom she later revisits in post-communist apology 
and approbation in the 1970s and 1980s. The belated return to a 
belated Australian modernism gives her later literary criticism a 
notable shape. 

A year later, in 1946, growing left-wing involvement produced 
a ‘group’ essay on WA writers from The Black Swan editors, with 
a particular essay by Hewett on Katharine Susannah Prichard’s 
The Roaring Nineties. Hewett’s deep admiration for Prichard lasted 
until their disagreement about Soviet censorship in the mid-1960s. 
Hewett’s terms of critical reference include her approbation for 
the ‘living’ evocation of Australian landscape, and we also see the 
beginnings of her application of Soviet theories of socialist realism. 
This represents a clear step away from the terms of the Sitwell 
essay. For example, Hewett notes that Prichard ‘lays particular 
stress on the fact that creative realism must bring out the hope 
and struggle of the people towards progress’ (Hewett, ‘Spotlight’). 
Hewett also claims that Prichard ‘has learnt a way to make history 
come alive’ and that there is a ‘sense of teeming vivid history’. 
The crowd, the masses are ‘a great vital force of energy growing 
up and spreading their will over the Australian land’. Socialist 
realism certainly emphasised the importance of putting realism 
at the service of representations of revolutionary history and class 
struggle, but there is also something strongly Lawrentian about 
Hewett’s engagement here. The ‘vital force’ is reiterated as ‘hot 
rush of energy characteristic of her novels’. Australia is ‘bare, hot, 
crude’ and a ‘huge living force moulding men, women and beasts.’ 
The invocations of Sitwell’s eccentric and aristocratic childhood 
could not be more different, although the emphasis on senses and 
sensuous apprehension nevertheless connects the work on Sitwell 
and Prichard. Hewett’s rhetoric of ‘life’ has the capacity to cover 
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the work of both women – language in Sitwell and the workers 
in Prichard are characterised as alive, energetic, hot and vitally 
present. 

Hewett’s earliest by-line pieces for the Workers’ Star also con-
cern literature, and it was writing about literature that provided 
a bridge from undergraduate literary journalism and essays to 
the political journalism of the communist Workers’ Star. Initially, 
Hewett wrote at some length on literature, but throughout 1946–48 
she wrote much more formulaically and polemically. In her time 
in Sydney (1949–59) Hewett became involved with the Realist 
Writers’ Group, and however much she later framed the ‘dogma’ 
of socialist realism she never forgot to emphasise the importance 
of Frank Hardy in her return to writing.6 He had encouraged 
her to write properly again, and eventually she wrote Bobbin Up, 
published in 1958. 

Her return to Perth in 1959 was a return to literary criticism. 
She began to publish reviews and essays that indicated a clear 
continuity of ideas and interests from 1946, but with a new, more 
personal and powerful voice. In addition to the topos of ‘life’, and 
in some ways related to it (having lived more ‘life’ as an activist and 
a writer), Hewett increasingly deployed an ethos that positioned 
her as a writer fi rst. When writing for Overland and Westerly in the 
1960s, she could comfortably address Western Australian readers 
interested in Western Australia and in the Left as an audience 
that possessed shared values and shared assumptions. Much of this 
criticism is autobiographically framed and experience is presented 
as a central part of the critical engagement. Her practitioner ethos 
is evident in a comment she made to Drusilla Modjeska in an 
interview in 1988: ‘On the one hand you have to create for your-
self some sort of separation, some sort of role as critic. On the other 
hand you have to be right there in the middle of it, there’s no way 
out’.7 Hewett’s authority to speak and write gained new strength 
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from the personal and political turbulence of the Sydney decades, 
as well as the positive critical and commercial reception of Bobbin 
Up (1958).

Hewett’s background in socialist realism is evident in her 1960 
essay on Kylie Tennant for Westerly (‘How beautiful upon the 
mountains’), but throughout the 1960s her adherence to socialist 
realist tenets began to wane. In her reviews of Randolph Stow’s 
The Merry-go-round in the Sea and Tourmaline for The Critic, she 
sets about accommodating his use of symbolism in the context 
of socialist realism, but the category of life still dominates as a 
yardstick of achievement. Hewett claims that in The Merry-go-round 
in the Sea, Stow comes ‘home to the real country of his spirit, the 
Stow country around Geraldton’ and that in this work he ‘closes 
the gap between symbol and reality’ and gives ‘the Australian 
world a mythic quality’. The essay articulates categories and 
descriptions that become extremely important in Hewett’s drama 
and poetry after 1968: the ‘real country of spirit’, the importance 
of the mythic quality and the role and function of the symbolic. 
The vitality of Stow’s recollection of West Australian youth is the 
source of Hewett’s strongest praise: ‘I went through the pages 
crying out ‘it was like that, exactly’ and ‘a series of electric shocks 
of recognition does colour critical judgement…only a writer who 
had fully apprehended the world could make it move, smell, run, 
and ache in the memory as this does’ (Hewett, ‘Stow’).

Hewett published in Westerly, The Critic, Overland and 
Australian Left Review in the 1960s and 1970s. She wrote about 
and/or reviewed Randolph Stow, Peter Cowan, Kylie Tennant, 
Henry Lawson, Katharine Susannah Prichard, Vance Palmer, 
Kenneth Seaforth Mackenzie and general collections of Australian 
poetry. The close of the 1960s brought Hewett’s departure from 
the Communist Party of Australia and a related, and trenchant, 
essay about Katharine Susannah Prichard called ‘Excess of Love’, 
written two months after Prichard died. This essay has been placed 
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in the Politics section in this volume because of the dominance of 
political rather than literary themes. Six years earlier, Hewett had 
written a glowing review (a ‘tribute’) of Prichard’s autobiography, 
and it is easy to read the excess of love as being both a reference to 
the destructive force of political dogmatism, but also Hewett’s own 
great affection for and identifi cation with Prichard and the great 
importance of her as role model. 

From 1973, Hewett’s attention was substantially focused on 
the theatre but she continued to review poetry. In 1975 she deliv-
ered the fi rst of fi ve reviews championing the poetry of Robert 
Adamson. In 1979, she wrote a shaggy but very interesting essay 
on Dransfi eld and Adamson (Hewett, ‘The Voyage Out from 
Xanadu’), and here one misses the polemical voice of the political 
activist and left-wing writer, and also the autobiographical and 
historical structure of her writing on Australian theatre. Her long-
standing predisposition to description and lengthy quotation is 
evident, as is a distinct lack of argument, and this characterises both 
her essays for New Poetry (the other being ‘Isis in Search’). However, 
the essay indicates two important things: her persistent support for 
certain authors, notably Robert Adamson, and the fl avour of her 
involvement in the Sydney poetry scene in the 1970s, summed up 
in a typescript for a paper delivered in 1979 or 1980: ‘Across the 
Border and Tomorrow Morning: The Dilemma of the Modern 
Australian Romantic.’ In her review of Adamson’s Selected Poems in 
1991 Hewett is still a strong advocate of Adamson’s work, but her 
critical voice is much more measured and her points more focused. 
In covering the volume, Hewett uses chronological sequence as 
a form of structure, and it works well. She identifi es the impor-
tance of life and of romanticism in Adamson’s early work and his 
reputation as a personal and poetic risk-taker with an idiosyncratic 
and powerful voice. Adamson has all the qualities of energy so 
approved in Hewett’s literary criticism – he is energetic, creative, 
dangerous, violent, anarchistic, but she notes the emerging force 
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of modernist diction in his work, even though ‘the imagination is 
always the alchemical power, the living force, the transitions felt 
between man and nature’. 

By the late 1980s Hewett had arrived at a position on the 
Australian Romantics that had a signifi cant impact on her critical 
prose. Hewett saw that Romanticism, with its privileging of 
emotion and imagination (life, vitality, the felt), came up against 
an impasse with an inherently unromantic and alienated world – 
especially in the form of the overwhelmingly pragmatic Australia. 
In Hewett’s view, Australian artists were always Romantics because 
of their sense of exile from an inhospitable world that aggres-
sively rejected the visionary wanderer–artist. Art, and poetry in 
particular, was a form of redress and survival for the artist’s divided 
state and divided self. It was the diction of modernism that helped 
with the ‘existential angst’ of the internal exile that characterised 
the Australian artist. Her essay on Randolph Stow’s poetry in 1988 
speaks to this point (‘Silence, Exile and Cunning’), where she sees 
modernism as delivering the necessary scaffolding or structure 
for the Romantic imagination. It was the crisper, harder edges 
of modernist poetics that she saw as working to articulate the 
‘romantic impasse’ in Stow, Adamson and indeed her own work. 

In ‘The Shape-changing Muse’, Hewett attests to her passionate 
interest in the early days of modernism in Australia, when modernist 
and experimental work was met with extreme hostility (including 
her own left-wing condemnations of the mid-1940s). The alienated 
artist in the ‘thin culture’ of Australia needed a malleable muse to 
survive its division and loneliness, she argues. For English romantic 
poets, the muse had been nature, but Hewett suggests that the 
Antipodean landscape is hostile rather than nurturing (especially 
in Western Australia), and one’s attempts to fi nd the poetic muse 
in the natural world of Australia might prove positively dangerous. 
The division of the Australian artistic self posed an even greater 
challenge for women poets because they themselves had occupied 
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the time-honoured position of the muse-other. Australian women 
poets, and she includes her own strategies in this regard, needed to 
fi nd an alternative/experimental interlocutor or muse. This essay 
represents a rare and sustained commentary on the work of other 
women poets, including Fay Zwicky, Gwen Harwood and J. S. 
Harry and their strategies for negotiating the deeply divided legacy 
of non-indigenous Australian poetics. 

Hewett’s return to the modernism that had so engaged her as 
a student was further expressed in the later 1980s and early 1990s 
in reviews of Christina Stead’s I’m Dying Laughing, Ern Malley’s 
poetry and Peter Cowan’s prose. Her short essay on Cowan posi-
tions him as a visionary modernist – sombre, spare, minimalist 
– who produced a brand of modernism evocative of the inhospi-
tality and vastness of Western Australia. In his work, she marvels 
at the dramatisation of the inarticulate and the un-sayable in the 
context of landscape and relationships. The scepticism about words 
and their effi cacy evoked in his work strongly attests to region, 
and here Hewett suggests that the negative sublime of Western 
Australia is powerfully evoked by Peter Cowan, who stayed, and 
Randolph Stow, who did not. 

In Hewett’s essays after 1969 there is a marked move away 
from what she called ‘dogma’ of any kind, and the rhetorical 
centrepiece of her criticism becomes instead the fi gure of the 
romantic individual and the unconstrained imagination, but this 
is swiftly tempered by the experiences and infl uences of the 1970s. 
‘Life’ is marginalised, as is the associated importance of realism, but 
it is still encompassed within the locus of the ‘felt’, the vital and the 
energetic. In ‘The Garden and City’, Hewett wrote that in Sydney: 
‘I found another lease of life. There was an energy to be breathed 
in at the pores from this most energetic, hard-headed, crackling 
city, alive with a kind of ozone in the air, that bounces off high 
rise and harbour’.8 In her reviews and essays of the 1980s and 1990s, 
she values the ‘lively and fresh in Miles Franklin’ (‘Brilliant’); Peter 
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Cowan’s ‘fl ickering impressionistic energy’ (‘Empty’); ‘the quick of 
Life’ in Christina Stead (‘Literary Spectrum’) and ‘the felicity and 
energy of language’ in the Ern Malley poems (‘Ern’).

Overall, Hewett’s literary criticism illuminates her self-posi-
tioning in the Australian literary marketplace after World War II 
and the complex, uneven and sometimes iconoclastic nature of her 
developing literary and political views and practice. It speaks to us 
directly and indirectly about the general dimensions of Australian 
literary criticism, and more particularly about the shifts in discur-
sive and critical engagements on the Left, around Sydney poetry 
and in terms of Western Australian literature. It also tells us a great 
deal about Hewett’s creative work, sometimes as confi rmation 
and sometimes as contradiction, although it is clear that Hewett 
continued to be provoked and enlivened by her multiple positions 
as a practitioner, teacher, activist and critic in the fi eld of Australian 
literature. 

Politics
One of the specifi c intentions of this volume is to foreground 
Hewett’s political work and writing. Of course, Hewett’s work 
was always political in the generalised sense that it was about 
identity and power in their many guises: party, sexual, textual and 
bodily. Hewett’s polemical left-wing writing is also recuperated 
here as an example of the often-missing left-wing piece in accounts 
of the formation of Australian culture and national literature. 
Ideologically specifi c writings from the Australian Left have gone 
the way of a general erasure of an Australian discursive history that 
the Left itself helped to shape. 

Hewett wrote a substantial amount of non-fi ction political 
material, and her correspondence from 1945 to 1968 would be 
a valuable addition to this writing. In interviews in the 1970s 
and 1980s, with post-communist disillusionment and reinven-
tion so close at hand, Hewett disavowed her political work and 
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commitment as a youthful need for structure, and this has had 
an incalculably strong impact on the way in which she was and is 
read. This volume resists Hewett’s self-authorisation on the issue 
of politics and presents a signifi cant amount of Hewett’s political 
work, including an unpublished manuscript of a lecture she gave at 
an adult education seminar in Perth in 1968, ‘The Russian Writer’. 
This is one of her longer pieces of the later 1960s, and taken 
together with other essays from this time, we can see how issues of 
censorship and a lack of imaginative freedom were at the centre of 
Hewett’s departure from the Communist Party of Australia.

Between late 1945 and 1948, Hewett worked as a journalist 
for the Workers’ Star, a Perth-based communist weekly newspaper 
(1941–51). In addition to her journalism she was obliged to sell 
the Star house-to-house. From this grassroots work grew her 
journalistic points of focus: fair pay for women, Australian com-
munist women, Australian communist writers, censorship, the 
history of the Eureka Stockade, domestic economics, Aboriginal 
freedom, and childrens’ and mothers’ health. She wrote under 
her own by-line on occasion, and otherwise contributed to a 
column titled ‘A Woman Says’, which changed to ‘Not Only for 
Women’ in 1948. Hewett had found a suitable metier in political 
journalism, which required the rapid production of description of 
and commentary about serious workers’ issues, week after week. 
Building on the promise of juvenile writing, and in the context of 
sustained secondary schooling and key university experiences, her 
earliest training as a writer was political and commercial as well 
as intellectual. Her rhetorical instinct to engage the reader never 
left her, and her subsequent non-fi ction writing is marked by the 
journalistic demands of quick copy for a non-specialist audience.

In her early tenure at the paper, she wrote on socialist realism 
in Australia, on the problems with modernism, on the importance 
of art: ‘art must now be in the forefront of the struggles of the 
working class.’ Hewett applied the tenets of socialist realism to a 
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range of subjects, including Alan Marshall in a column in October 
1946: ‘These Are My People is written by a man who has a warm 
friendliness for humanity, and a great faith in the capacity for the 
grit and goodness of the ordinary man…the people who make up 
the little country towns and the backblock farms of Australia’. She 
tacks on the notion that ‘these are all people, citizens of the world’ 
but that ‘the Australian countryside is like a warm living presence’, 
which recalls her emphasis on qualities of heat, presence and force. 
‘Life’ as seen in landscape, heat and presence is crucial to her 
terms of evaluation. In addition, the work on Marshall provides 
a strong example of the crossover in Hewett’s work between a 
cultural nationalist focus on landscape as the source of a specifi cally 
national identity and an international socialist realist focus on ‘the 
worker’ as the audience for inspiring revolutionary realism. 

When Hewett returned to the paper in mid-1948, after 
giving birth to her fi rst son, her columns and stand-alone pieces 
became even more focussed and she began to tackle the question 
of women’s economic status and the question of equal pay for 
women. She toed the party line by seeing ‘the woman question’ as 
properly subsumed under the larger question of class and economic 
equality (‘Equal Pay’, ‘Foys’), but her later journalism shows a 
writer becoming more confi dent and outspoken on gender and 
economic issues (‘Mary Ferber’). The three pieces of left-wing 
reporting Hewett did in Sydney for Our Women (1954) show some 
of this rhetorical confi dence, but it is patchy.9 In contrast, during 
the 1960s Hewett produced four key pieces of political writing that 
charted her political disillusionment and retreat from the CPA. In 
1965 she wrote ‘Eat Bread and Salt and Speak the Truth’ and in 1966 
‘The Times They Are a’Changin’. Fortunately, Ian Syson recovered 
these essays from papers held at Hewett’s Faulconbridge home and 
published them in Hecate in 1995.10 They attest to the increasing 
political unease Hewett experienced throughout the 1960s, as she 
struggled with edicts of socialist realism, and sought to resolve the 
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contradiction between individual imagination and the demands of 
political analysis. The freedom of the writer’s imagination, and the 
other literary-political issues of style and censorship are issues that 
drove her political writing and correspondence in this period. 

‘Eat Bread and Salt and Speak the Truth’ is an essay that argues 
for the importance of a balance of emotion and political analysis in 
left-wing writing, for the ‘totally conceived emotional study’. It is 
only the combined balance, or synthesis, of these two things (salt 
and bread) that will produce the truth, Hewett suggests. She takes 
on the dogma of socialist realism here, and she argues for a poetics 
of the socialist novel that will include intuitive imagination much 
more strongly: ‘political analysis, without intuitive imagination, 
is upside down. It is like the salt without bread…we have to be 
free ourselves to both think and feel deeply’. A year later, after a 
disillusioning trip to the Soviet Union in late 1965, she wrote ‘The 
Times They Are a’Changin’. Given the year, it is not surprising that 
Hewett argues against rigid sectarianism on the Left, and decries 
dogmatic and exclusionist policies around writing and affi liation 
in favour of a broader Left alliance. She praises the positive origin 
of the Realist Writer and heaps praise on the continued efforts of 
Overland, but she also foregrounds the need of the Left to change 
and for left-wing writers to avoid a narrow set of self-identifi cation, 
especially as ‘we are questioning so many ideas the Left once 
thought axiomatic’.

In 1968 Hewett wrote a lecture called ‘The Russian Writer’, 
which must have been given before the tanks rolled into Prague in 
August of that year. This unpublished lecture illustrates Hewett’s 
passionate and well-informed grasp of Russian radical writing 
since the nineteenth century. She argues that the Soviet writer 
has the opposite problem to the Australian writer: one is cosseted 
and censored and the other is alienated but free. Writers in both 
countries have to chart a course between ‘dogma’ on one hand and 
‘humanism’ on the other. One of the central fi gures of the essay is 
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Pasternak, who Hewett puts forward as the exemplary dissident 
writer, the writer whose great novel Dr Zhivago was smuggled 
out of the Soviet Union and published in Italy in 1958. Pasternak 
is central to the essay because he put forward ‘ART’ as the claim 
for immortality and humanity – it is the Coleridgean moment 
of Zhivago writing by candlelight that sums up his Romantic 
criticism of the chains of political dogma and pragmatism. He is 
also on Hewett’s mind because the smuggling of dissident Soviet 
literature to the West goes badly wrong for two other Soviet 
writers, Sinyavsky and Daniel, who were put on trial by Brezhnev 
hardliners for just this kind of anti-Soviet behaviour (1965–66). 
The situation of these writers became an extremely important 
cause for Hewett, who tirelessly organised petitions and letters of 
protest to the Secretariat of the Communist Party, rejecting the 
hardline censorship of Soviet writing. 

In this lecture, Hewett delivers a potted history of radical 
writing from the Civil War period, through the war years, the 
later brutalities of Stalinism and into the Krushchev era. The 
contemporary young Soviet writers are ‘humanist’ and ‘anti-
dogmatic’ in Hewett’s view, but still accepting of socialism ‘with 
its dreams of justice and freedom.’ They missed modernism, they 
are divided between politics and literature (two sustained themes 
in Hewett’s later work) and therefore they write from and within 
‘an enormous violent moral dialectic’. Hewett argues that this ‘kind 
of split in consciousness runs all the way through modern Soviet 
literature’. The main points of her argument are prophetic both for 
her own situation in 1968, but also for the suite of issues that appear 
progressively from the 1970s in the guise of extended work on 
the ‘Australian romantics’. Hewett foregrounds the main issues in 
Soviet literature, and it reads very much as an account of her own 
experience and preoccupations:
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the debate between the public and private voice, between dog-

matism and humanism continues and the opposition is fi erce. 

The quality of absolute conviction has got a moral danger at 

its heart. It can be attractive because it seems to present a way 

out of a dilemma it gives an illusion of strength…no troubled 

questionings, no guilt, no alienation, only positive virtues…

to replace oneself with the world, to escape from the small 

round prison of the skull, to lose oneself in the public sphere. 

But troubled questioning is at the heart of literature.11

The extraordinary essay that Hewett published on Katherine 
Susannah Prichard in Overland at the end of 1969 repeats these 
kinds of terms as the terms of her break with the CPA and her 
associated criticism of Prichard. The essay is a kind of obituary 
for Katharine Susannah Prichard, who died in October 1969, a 
committed Stalinist and loyal Soviet supporter until the last. In 
‘An Excess of Love’, Hewett claimed that in Prichard’s lifetime 
the Australian Communist Party had ‘become a fragmented and 
irrelevant force’.12 She added that ‘her beliefs were not so much 
nationalist and political as a kind of vitalist utopian substitute for 
religion…she was incredibly naïve about politics, and was essen-
tially limited, fi xed around a series of dogmas.’ She concludes 
about Prichard that ‘it was one if her tragedies that she could not, 
would not, change.’ Hewett and Prichard had strongly disagreed 
about the Soviet decisions regarding the authors (fi ve to seven years 
forced labour), which Prichard staunchly defended and Hewett bit-
terly opposed.13 Hewett’s essay on Prichard caused a furore in the 
pages of Overland and a range of emphatic written responses to the 
essay, both positive and negative, dominated the following volume. 

In the mid 1970s Hewett wrote two signifi cant pieces of 
political memoir, the fi rst since she had left the Party in 1968. In 
‘1954: Living Dangerously’, she recounts living with Les Flood 
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(renamed Jack) in Sydney during the Petrov affair, moving to 
Melbourne as his mental health became untenable, and her tena-
cious return to their relationship and working-class struggle until 
1958. Although the piece is dominated by the disintegration of her 
relationship with her working-class hero, it is also a lucid registra-
tion of the historical defeat of much for which Hewett and others 
had struggled, and her lover’s anarchist objections to the Soviet 
fabrications that thinkers on the Left were determined to swallow. 
The maturity of Hewett’s voice, and her control of detail and syn-
tactic rhythm anticipate the narrative force of Wild Card. In 1976, 
in a modest introduction to a volume by Max Brown called The 
Black Eureka, Hewett recalled the trip she took with Lloyd Davies 
to Port Hedland in 1946 to report in secret on the Aboriginal 
strike in that area; the trip that became the basis of her famous 
political ballad ‘Clancy and Dooley and Don McLeod’. This piece 
of memoir is an equally compelling historical account of the strike 
and of what happened to the historical fi gures that had loomed so 
large in this seminal moment of indigenous labour history. 

Much of the rest of Hewett’s political commentary can be 
found in reviews, introductions to new editions of Bobbin Up 
in 1985 (Virago) and 1999 (Vulgar Press), in interviews and her 
autobiography. Her review of Ern Malley in 1988 explicitly intro-
duces the history of her earlier politics as she traces her return to 
the fi gure she had lambasted at the outset of her political writing. 
Now she says that ‘once an apostate for more than twenty years, 
I still see myself as one of Ern Malley’s children’, and it is this 
position on Ern Malley that measures so effectively her political 
movement from communist (apostate) to faithful adherent (child) 
of experimental Australian modernism. 

Theatre
Hewett’s writing about theatre is strongly autobiographical. She was 
a relatively rare specimen in the days of the new wave of Australian 
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theatre – a woman playwright – which meant that her actual expe-
rience with the theatre (as well as her plays) was of great interest 
to general readers and practitioners. The years she spent engaging 
with theatre in Perth and Sydney (c. 1965–82) also coincided with 
the growing importance of autobiographical writing by women. 
The self-referential writing about theatre took Hewett away from 
the structure and argumentation of her political writing, and the 
thematic co-ordinates of literary criticism and took her back to the 
importance of her experience (returning to the concept of ‘life’). It 
is invaluable writing for precisely this reason. Essays included here 
display both her heavily autobiographical writing about the thea-
tre, and also the occasionally analytic commentary on Australian 
theatre and theatre practice, of which the most signifi cant is her 
essay ‘The White Phenomena’ (1977). In this writing about theatre, 
as in her plays, there is a sense of reaching for a different voice, 
for ‘a style, an ethos, a language of our own’ (‘Shirts, Prams, and 
Tomato Sauce’). In contrast to the poetic cadence of much of 
her drama, her non-fi ction theatre commentary is relaxed, casual, 
idiomatic and immediate. Her associated fondness for listing is 
evident in most of her writing about theatre, and the relaxed and 
copious account of her own work and the work of others is the 
mode in which she wrote for Theatre Australia14 during the length 
of its run (1976–82). 

In 1965, instead of completing her Masters thesis, Hewett 
wrote her fi rst and only play about communists – This Old Man 
Came Rolling Home. She was spurred on by proximity of The New 
Fortune Theatre to her University offi ce window and by the 
support of colleagues, including Phillip Parsons, at the University 
of Western Australia, where she had been given a tutorship in 
the Department of English. She continued writing plays while in 
Perth, including The Chapel Perilous, also provoked by the New 
Fortune stage, and her recent freedom from the Communist Party 
of Australia two years before. In 1970, in ‘A Peculiar Form of 
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Masochism’, she also referred to ‘an invaluable creative energy and 
involvement in mutual ideas’ that writing for theatre afforded her.15 
The Sydney theatre scene did not truly engulf Hewett until she 
moved to Sydney in 1973, supported by a three-year Arts Council 
Grant, and with this support the Sydney 1970s was a prolifi c 
decade for Hewett across the board, particularly with respect to 
exciting and groundbreaking theatre. Her most sustained explora-
tion of Australian theatre of the 1970s, ‘Shirts, Prams and Tomato 
Sauce: The All-Australian Theatre’, was published in Meanjin in 
1976. It is an essay that includes wonderful rhetorical fl ourishes: ‘it 
is axiomatic that literary establishments always extol the missing 
horse after the stable door has been left open. In 1974 the heady 
days of 1968 into the early seventies was already beginning to 
lose a fl ake or two of gilt off the gingerbread. In 1976 the gilt is 
considerable thicker on the fl oor’.16 The essay gives a loose account 
of Australian new-wave theatre and some of its forerunners, and it 
is an invaluable narrative of Australian theatre since 1968 in terms 
of venues, cities, key fi gures, companies, economics and audiences. 
Hewett concluded that ‘the new theatre has a radical, satirical, 
rough poetic energy about it, and a deep ironic melancholy at its 
heart’ and that, in what is now familiar critical terms for Hewett, 
‘Australians are too divided, too melancholy, too schizoid and too 
Irish to be imprisoned forever in the pragmatic’. 

In 1977, Hewett wrote an essay on Patrick White called ‘The 
White Phenomena’ when Big Toys was in rehearsal at the Sydney 
Opera House. In this essay Hewett places White at the heart of 
the anti-naturalist movement in Australian theatre. She identifi es 
him as a forerunner and precursor of truly experimental Australian 
theatre: ‘we will be convinced that in the long silencing of Patrick 
White as a playwright, Australia lost an innovatory genius at a time 
when your theatre badly needed his mature, moral vision, and 
multiplicity of styles, to counteract the stranglehold of naturalism’. 
She establishes how much his plays were ahead of their time, and 
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in her investigation of four key plays from the early 1960s, Hewett 
is also clearly ahead of her time: ‘The risks taken in A Cheery Soul 
are greater on all levels; the surreal theatricality, the richer, more 
ambivalent characters, the subtle, rhythmic “scoring” of the dia-
logue, and the thorny moral stance’. Gender appears as a category 
of analysis when she approves of White’s female characters in the 
context of a masculinist Australian theatre and this is a theme to 
which Hewett returns in ‘Creating Heroines in Australian Plays’. 
Written at the time of The Man From Mukinupin, she provides a list 
of her signifi cant female characters in the context of her assessment 
of the Australian theatre as a male preserve and a brutal one at 
that. She recalls her savaging at the hands of female critics, but also 
support from university academics and Currency Press. She argues 
that ‘having created this gallery of women I feel that I have perhaps 
restored some essential balance’ even though ‘it becomes pretty 
obvious that to attempt to create living, ambivalent struggling 
female characters on the Australia stage…is an enterprise fraught 
with peril’. In 1979, the gilt of Sydney theatre seems to have worn 
off, but by 1980, following the huge critical and commercial suc-
cess of The Man from Mukinupin, she was writing optimistically in 
Theatre Australia about how ‘the Australian public loves burlesque 
music, song, dance and sentiment’.17

For a fascinating account of how a certain theatrical space is 
at the heart of a playwright’s work, Hewett’s essay ‘On the Open 
Stage’ is essential:

The effect of that theatre in all my future work for the stage 

has been immeasurable. I am haunted by its size, its atmos-

phere, its fl exibility, its infi nite variety, so that whenever I sit 

down to design another landscape in my head, it is always 

there, posing questions, creating problems and forcing me to 

fi nd solutions.
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She claims that the nature of the Elizabethan open theatrical space 
drove many aspects of plays, especially the grounding of her work 
in realism and what she terms the ‘symbolic extension of language’ 
that is also required. The New Fortune recurs in many of Hewett’s 
autobiographical accounts of her career as an Australian playwright. 

In 1993, in a transcribed version of her involvement as a panel-
list at a conference called ‘International women playwrights: voices 
of identity and transformation’, held in the US in 1988, Hewett 
returns to this favourite point in a session on myth, legend and 
ritual:

For the stage is not a replica of the real world. It is a circle 

of illusion, an ancient religious rite that goes back through 

centuries of human history, and although that rite has 

been to some extent secularised, it still contains that old 

overload (freight) of communal ritual and mythological 

meaning. 

In her rangy, descriptive and humorous contributions to this 
international panel of women playwrights, Hewett positions her-
self as an anomaly, but one of long tenure. Speaking in America, 
with an international audience and international peers, we see 
her in a rhetorical situation that exposes for a moment those 
features of her prose that make it so intrinsically interesting, and 
so interesting as a supplement to her creative work: a worldly 
woman, a political commentator, a powerful and confi dent 
speaker, a woman who has, to quote her essay in Poetry and 
Gender, lived long enough to watch ‘the inevitable decline of 
the heterodox into the orthodox’.18 In this speakerly context, she 
delivers a compelling capstone to the body of her non-fi ction 
work about theatre. Her last themed panel, ‘Drawing from History’, 
elicits a wonderfully sustained account of her childhood home 
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near Wickepin, and the importance of storytelling in the fabric 
of family life, what she calls ‘the unbreakable chain of the past’. 
The fi gures of her family and her past seem to preoccupy her 
powerfully: ‘they won’t lie down and die. Instead they take on 
this gigantic life of their own, their unstifl ed breaths launch 
into endless monologues. They sing and dance and scheme and 
gossip and sob their way across those unending landscapes of my 
childhood.’ In these sessions, Hewett claims that there is a specifi c 
importance to femininity, and that the personal, the domestic, 
sexual, bodily and everyday is signifi cant material for women 
writers. Nevertheless, she also claims that the traditional masculine 
work of mythmaking, avant-garde experimentation and political 
work is no less her province. This speaks, as does her ultimate 
view that writing is about life (it is ‘natural’), of a sustained 
and vital commitment of ideas and themes across more than fi ve 
decades of writing. 

The central ‘story’ of the essays that follow is one of the 
impressive range and facility of a professional and creative woman 
writer who produced a striking body of work in the context of 
key periods of signifi cant social, cultural and political, and literary 
change in Australia. The strength of Hewett’s non-fi ction voice, 
and the individuality of her points of view, is striking and sig-
nifi cant. The intrinsic interest of the essays as cultural and social 
documents is obvious. They are also valuable for the light they 
shed on Hewett’s drama, poetry, novels and autobiography. This 
prose selection contests the clichéd category of the wild woman 
writer, but does speak strongly about gender difference within the 
domain of non-fi ction prose. 

The span of Hewett’s career, and the range of her writing, 
presents the reader with the challenge of navigating her iconoclastic 
work without a crisp taxonomic ‘map’ and Hewett’s commitment 
to the inside–outside work of the maverick only reinforces this 
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challenge. This collection of essays produces another set of possi-
bilities: Hewett’s position on the border between the inside and the 
outside of Australian canon, political belief and properly gendered 
writing is much more about variousness than precariousness. 
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The Work of Edith Sitwell

Love my heart for an hour, but my bone for a day –

At least the skeleton smiles, for it has a morrow; 

But the hearts of the young are now the dark treasure 

 of Death, 

And summer is lonely.

‘Street Song’

Entry in Who’s Who: ‘Edith Sitwell…in early youth took an intense 
dislike to simplicity, Morris dancing, a sense of humour, and every 
kind of sport, except reviewer baiting, and has continued these 
distastes ever since.’

Enfant terrible of the twentieth century, with her patched ladies with 
parasols, walking in gold and tinsel landscapes, full of waterfalls, 
jewels, and bear-dark woods, Edith Sitwell with her brothers, 
Osbert and Sacheverell, has tried to present a spiritual harlequinade 
of life, in which boundaries of time and place have no signifi -
cance, and their own childhood appears again and again, images of 
Renishaw Park, Troy Park, and Scarborough, with the clowns and 
pierrots tumbling on the shore. 

The three Sitwells, all over six feet in height, blonde, long 
nosed, with their Norman lineage, draw on this common fund of 
childhood memories continually, and it is largely this awareness and 
use of a personal world that has excluded them from their readers. 
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To know Edith Sitwell’s early work it is necessary to know 
her childhood; and the best description of it is found in ‘Colonel 
Fantock’…

Thus spake a lady underneath the trees:

I was a member of a family

Whose legend of hunting – (all the rare

And unattainable brightness of the air) –

And Dagobert and Perigrine and I 

Were children then; we walked like shy gazelles

Among the music of the thin fl ower-bells.

And this child, whose body fl at and strange, whose pale, straight hair 
made me appear as though I had been drowned, fed on Hans Andersen’s 
and Grimm’s fairy tales from the age of four, grew up to be 
described as one of the most inveterate wranglers living, with talent for 
self-advertisement that invoked criticism and hostility. All three 
Sitwells, nourished in The Enchanted Garden, champion each 
other fi ercely, and Edith declaring in all sincerity that Sacheverell 
is the greatest English poet living today, exposes herself to a great 
deal of ridicule from an unconvinced public. 

The dark house, the fl at foliage and green water, the orchard 
and the bear-dark forest of ‘The Sleeping Beauty’ are all memories 
of Troy Park. The Queen and Dowager Queen are a mixture 
of the Duchess of Troy and the Countess, great grandmother 
and grandmother of the poetess, and the elderly females who are 
unreal solemn memories of childhood. The gardener the ancient 
man wrinkled like old moonlight beneath dark boughs is the gardener 
at Troy Park. The characters in ‘The Sleeping Beauty’ become 
a confusion of fairy tale characters, and personal memories of 
actual people. 

Shakespeare and Shelley were the only poets Edith Sitwell 
knew at the age of fourteen; at seventeen she discovered Swinburne, 
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and later Baudelaire and other modern French poets. Perhaps it 
was the solitary childhood of the Sitwells that gave them that air of 
being always a little outside life. 

We all have the remote air of a legend.

I always was a little outside life –

For I was like one dead, like a small ghost,

A little cold air wandering and lost. 

To a large degree this distance from reality has disappeared in the 
later work of Edith Sitwell. The tinsel images she erected between 
herself and actual experience, the dream world, half fairy-like, half 
historical of ‘The Sleeping Beauty’ and other poems, has dropped 
apart, and her horror of war, of spiritual disintegration, has welded 
her poetry into a new reality. She has at last found something 
to write about, besides the purely personal images, the sensuous 
pleasure in touch, taste, sight, smell and sound, that formed the 
glittering roundabout world of her early years.

She stills uses the same poetic vocabulary to a large extent, a 
limited one, but one that expresses horror of poverty, frustration, 
loss, ignorance and disillusionment. 

To understand the poetry of Edith Sitwell one must always 
remember that much of her work has been experimental. Through 
a truly personal agony over war, which she takes as a symbol of the 
social disintegration of her time, the transitional period of poetic 
exercise has developed into an emergence of her true powers.

Born into the poetic world of the Georgians, whom she 
loathed, she was always scathing over watery Wordsworthianism. 
The identifi cation of sound with poetry was a particular tenet 
of her poetic beliefs; sound to her was something physical, to be 
weighed in the palm of the hand, and identifi ed with touch. 

She wrote: ‘The sense of touch is always a particularly concrete 
sense with a poet.’ 
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For her inspiration she turned to the great English rhetorical 
artists, drew colour and redecoration for English poetry from the 
Elizabethans, Milton, Dryden, Pope, Shelley, Tennyson, Swinburne 
and Baudelaire, and tried to introduce the particular characteristics 
of the French moderns into her work. It is to Rimbaud especially 
that she owes much of her poetic evolution and her beliefs.

Her talent for sensuously feeling the texture of her words 
made many of her most daring experiments poetically satisfying. 
In similes and metaphors she transformed her delicate perceptions 
of her world into an unfamiliar beauty, with images that made her 
both famous and unpopular. 

Actually in her early work there was a little abstract thought; 
her thoughts were intuitive and were expressed in concrete images. 
She seemed inherently incapable of detaching her mind from an 
image once it was formed. Consequently most of her early poems 
are made up of strings of images, one suggesting another, with 
associations and cross associations, till the whole effect is a piling 
up of cloying richness, of pretty-pretty landscapes, where country 
maids running down a slope are 

Like the sprigged muslin waterfalls 

Of this clear country. 

An exotic poetic paraphernalia, reminiscent of the ballet, the coun-
try fair, the medieval romance, and the fairytale, were repeated in 
every poem. 

‘Her basic images are few, but they include everything and con-
stitute a new mythology. Some images recur…the young, the old, 
the earth, the sun, and the moon, the country roads, the dust, the 
butterfl ies, and the winds, the wild animals, the blood, the fl esh, and 
the bone and the heart’, writes Henry Reed in Penguin New Writing.

Edith Sitwell has described her own extraordinarily brutal and 
sly poetic world of the rural fair, and that constant role of hers as 
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the pathetic clown, the fool of God, the Punchinello, beloved of 
all the Sitwells, in this extract from the introduction to Children’s 
Tales from the Russian Ballet:

In Petrouchka we see mirrored for us, in these sharp clear 

outlines and movements, all the philosophy of Laforgue, as 

the puppets move somnambulantly through the dark of our 

hearts. For this ballet, alone among them all, shatters our 

glass house about our ears, and leaves us terrifi ed, haunted 

by its tragedy. The music, harsh, crackling rags of laughter, 

shrieks at us like some brightly-painted Punch and Judy show, 

upon grass as shrill as anger, as dulled as hate. Sometimes it 

jangles thin as the wires on which these half-human puppets 

move; or a little hurdy-gurdy valse sounds hollow, with the 

emptiness of the hearts of passing people.

A sardonic, bucolic humour and irony which shares with Swinburne, 
Dowson, and Aubrey Beardsley, is an important constituent of her 
poetry. There is the impudent satire of Queen Victoria sitting 
shocked upon a rocking horse in Facade.

She is romantic, always half in love with death, and the new 
shudder brought in by the Romantics was translated by Edith 
Sitwell into a nightmare world of pirouetting crones, ancient dark 
magic, and a kind of sniggering vindictiveness that can be called 
the spirit of ‘ivresse’ in poetry. Rimbaud expressed it in Le Saison 
en Enfer…

‘Faim, soif, cris, danse, danse, danse’ screams Rimbaud, and 
with much the same inspiration Edith Sitwell puts into the 
mouth of Duckie, the drunken, starving prostitute the brutal 
comedy of…

‘Houp la the world is gay.’ 

‘The old are young, the young are old. 
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The sunlight pours all whiskey-gold. 

Houp la the world is gay.’

Edith Sitwell’s early poems were usually personal cries against 
injustice to the individual, or a vindication of herself. Her char-
acters, such as ‘The little ghost who died for love’, ‘Duckie’, the 
pathetic old military ghost with gadfl y whiskers, ‘Colonel Fantock’, 
‘Lament of Edward Blastock’, and the mother who is murdered by 
her son in ‘The hambone and the heart’ illustrate a purely personal 
tragedy. She evolved a world around the exploited and exploiters of 
the twentieth century; the aunts, servant girls, old maids, children, 
clowns, pierrots, politicians, bishops, poets, and old roués of her 
own poetry and Osbert’s stories. 

Her experiments in the use of rhythm and metre have given 
her a technical dexterity possessed by few modern poets. A training 
in and a love of music resulted in a very close union between her 
poetry and modern musical composition. A poem to her is an intri-
cate pattern of sound, and many of her earlier works are transitional 
efforts in the reproduction of horn pipe and mouth organ rhythms, 
jazz rhythms, and simple nursery rhyme metres, such as ‘Trio for 
Two Cats and a Trombone’, ‘Hornpipe’, and ‘Sir Beelzebub’, which 
is only a sophisticated, comical nursery rhyme. 

She used these exercises with great effect in poems attempting 
to express the brutality, the stridency and the tinny screech of the 
twentieth century. ‘Gold Coast Customs’ which has been com-
pared to Eliot’s ‘Waste Land’, describes a savage funeral procession 
through a fi lthy Gold Coast village and might have been written 
by Rimbaud during his sojourn in Abyssinia. 

The whole effect is that of a tropical nightmare, a Voodoo feast 
full of squalor and staccato jazziness, designed to express the same 
Waste Land that Eliot discovered in the twentieth century. But 
Edith Sitwell’s Waste Land is a world of a bright objects suddenly 
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hurled against the eye balls, to the accompaniment of a screaming 
jazz band. 

It is a hectic drunken orgy as compared to Eliot’s quiet bitter 
portraits of contemporary life. 

One fantee wave

Is grave and tall

As brave Ashantee’s

Thick mud wall. 

Munza rattles his bones in the dust

Lurking in murk because he must. 

Striped black and white

Is the squealing light;

The dust brays white in the market place, 

Dead powder spread on a black skull’s face.

Writing of her own work Edith Sitwell says that fi rst she ‘experi-
mented in the study of verbal orchestration, the effect that texture 
has on rhythm, and the effect that varying and elaborate patterns of 
rhymes, and assonances and dissonances have upon rhythm’.

Secondly she experimented in the use of the varied blank verse 
line, this line casually rhymed the rhyming couplet, an enthusiasm 
resulting from her great admiration for Pope.   

A device used often with great effect is the device of semi-
animation, such as leaping goat-footed waterfalls, darkness lumbers like a 
bear, a little pig snouted breeze wanders about.

The Sitwellian reputation for eccentricity and self-
advertisement was given an added fi llip by the well-known 
experiment of the public recital of Facade, in London in 1923. The 
audience were faced with a decorated curtain, and Edith Sitwell 
recited her poems, accompanied by music, through a stengerphone 
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placed in the open mouth of a huge central female mask, with 
closed eyes. 

Gerald Cumberland describing the recital wrote: ‘Miss Sitwell 
half spoke, half shouted her poems in strict monotone, emphasising 
metre rather than rhythm.’

He seems to have considered the recital a success, but mainly 
owing to the suitability of Edith Sitwell’s voice for the recitation 
of her own poems. 

Rimbuad’s theory of ‘le dérèglement raisonné de tous les sens’ has 
been one of the most frequent devices used by Edith Sitwell. There 
are numerous examples in her poetry, and she has championed 
it and exploited it throughout her whole career. It can best be 
described as a co-ordination of all the senses to describe a phenom-
enon. Sound is seen in such Sitwellian images as rose red music, the 
dust brays white in the market place. 

Sights are heard metaphorically in lines as giggling mud of the 
river. 

In ‘Some Notes on My Own Poetry’ Edith Sitwell writes in 
defence of her theory:

If some of the images in these poems appear strange it is 

because my senses are like those of primitive peoples, at once 

acute and uncovered – and they are interchangeable; where 

the language of one sense is insuffi cient to convey a meaning, 

a sensation, I use another, and by this means I attempt to 

pierce down to the essence of the thing seen, producing 

and heightening its signifi cance by discovering the attributes 

which at fi rst sight seem alien, but which are actually related 

– by producing its quintessential colour (sharper, brighter than 

that seen by an eye grown stale) and by stripping it of all ines-

sential details. The apparent strangeness comes too from the 

fact that all expression is welded into an image, not removed 

into a symbol that is inexact, or squandered into a metaphor.  
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Conveying the feeling of a large percentage of the public faced 
with this co-ordination of senses Arnold Bennett writes: ‘The 
Sitwells live in a world of sensations and perceptions of their own, 
extraordinarily, insulting different from anybody else’s.’ 

When Street Songs appeared in 1942 there were the fi rst signs 
of a poetess who had conquered her fear of universals, and done 
away with many of the stage properties of shepherdesses, periwigs 
and strawberry beds. Unlike the majority of poets her maturation 
had resulted in a reduction of images rather than an increase. The 
spasmodic glimpses of true feeling one had noticed in her earlier 
work had matured, and with agony and faith Edith Sitwell painted 
a world disintegrated by war. One of the best of this group of 
poems was ‘Lullaby’ in which a baboon nursing an orphaned baby 
was the symbol used to describe our age. 

Though the world had slipped and gone 

Sounds my loud discordant cry

Like the steel birds’ song on high:

‘Still one thing is left – the Bone.’

Then out danced the Babioun

She sat in the hollow of the sea –

A socket whence the eye’s put out –

She sang to the child a lullaby

(The steel birds’ nest was thereabout).

‘Do, do, do, do –

They mother’s hied to a vaster race:

The Pterodactyl made its nest

And laid a steel egg in her breast –

Under the Judas-coloured sun.

She’ll work no more, nor dance, nor moan,

And I am come to take her place,

Do, do’ 
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She speaks of her love for poetry as a passionate not a platonic love, 
and sensual to her fi ngertips. Her poetry is full of images of animal 
warmth (fi re burns and is furry). It is largely this sensual vocabulary 
and the singing quality of her rhythm that strikes to the roots of 
human experience, and makes much of her otherwise obscure 
poetry understandable in the realm of feeling. It is as if an ancient 
pagan spoke to us in a language partly incomprehensible, but with 
such a knowledge of the deepest, most primitive desires of the 
human race, that we had a partly unconscious underground allegiance 
with her. 

Hewett’s article on Edith Sitwell was published in Black Swan: the magazine of 
the Guild of Undergraduates of the University of Western Australia, vol. 24, 
no.1, April 1945, pp. 29–34. Black Swan was published from 1917 to 1949. Until 
1929 it was published three times a year, but at that time it became an annual literary 
journal. Sitwell (1887–1964) was a modernist British poet and critic.
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